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JOHN CLEMENT: Steel Spirals Against the Sky
Jonathan Goodman

John Clement keeps alive a grand tradition in contemporary American sculpture:
the promise and consequence of work made of welded steel, often placed in outdoor sites. His studio in Astoria, Queens, is within short walking distance of Mark di
Suvero’s working compound, on the edge of the East River. Clement worked as an
assistant to di Suvero in the 1990s, learning the skills he now uses in his own art.
Welded-steel modernist sculpture in America began in the middle of the last century—we have the extraordinary example of David Smith, the only major sculptor to
have worked during the time of abstract expressionism. Since then, in contemporary
times, other artists have pursued this way of working, which regularly makes use of
steel as a permanent material in order to construct public works of art. Di Suvero is
now the eminent practitioner of welded-steel art, and while its continuation has diminished to some extent, Clement belongs to the next generation. His coiled spirals
curve gracefully in open air, giving the impression that they float nearly weightlessly
in the atmosphere. They look very much like a line drawing bending and twisting
according to a self-determined necessity, so that Clement’s viewers experience his
work as an assymetrical, but also firmly established, open-air construction.
The gestalt of Clement’s pieces is generally similar: coils of steel that tend to form
a central opening. The work does not occupy space so much as move through it,
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artist has made smaller works, presumably placed easily within someone’s home.
These pieces are larger, for example, than much of the tabletop art of Anthony Caro,
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is not to say the small pieces only reiterate the large ones in effect; instead, they
both communicate a real significance, based on the mass of the steel arc, even as
the arc fights off gravity as it enacts a line in space.
The large indoor work called Blue Water (2017) consists of three sky-blue coils that
stand next to each other, close to the point of touching. They fully occupy a lobby
two stories high in a building on Park Avenue in Manhattan. The metal cylinders elegantly curve across the space, seeming nearly to float off the floor. As I have said,
Clement’s art functions eloquently as a line drawing, and Blue Water is a remarkable
example of the artist’s ability to delineate a form traveling freely in air. His work thus
functions as a bridge between two and three dimensions, giving the forms a complexity that enhances their formal eloquence. We are now in a point of time when
the memorial role of sculpture is less and less appreciated. As a result, the need for
a figurative presentation disappears, and the abstract qualities of sculpture come
to the fore. Clement’s ability to make use of nonobjective form for public purposes
shows us that the abstract work of art can indeed play a role in communal space,
where the physical movement of people provide a living, motion-filled counterpoint
to a stationary sculpture. From archaic times, sculpture has been used to remember
the dead, but Clement does something quite different. He uses his art to enhance
the living advantages of both culture and nature, in ways that exemplify an open
attitude toward the appeal found in both.
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